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SEMEL PLANE DISCUSSED
IN "ANTIQUES" ARTICLE'
In Plane Talk 11-3, Dan Semel
reported a moulder embossed T.
PHILLIP S a previously unnoted mark.
He allo provided the Secretary with
a rubbing of the mark. Recently
Karen Jones, an editor of The Magazine, Antiques was asked by a
reader what was presently known
about a shadowy furniture maker
named T.PHILLIP to whom three early
slant front writing desks have been
ascribed.. The desks are marked on
the endgrain of the pull-out supports for the writing surface with
a stamp reading T.PHILLIP. Miss
Jones' search for data was not particularly fruitful but she was told
that the markings on the Phillip
desks resembled those found on tools
and she was referred to B-ARS for
further detail. A conversation
with the Secretary established the
possibility that the desk and plane
markings could have been made by
the same stamp and a comparison of
the rubbing confirmed this. Dan
Semel supplied Miss Jones with the
actual plane and pertinent information and the result was a two page
piece. (pp 1128, 1129) in the May
1978 issue of Antiques. Views of
the Phillip desk and two photos. of
the plane illustrate the article.
Whether T. Phillip made or marked
planes only for his awm use or produced them for sale as well as building furniture is not yet clear.
Reports of more planes with the
Phillip mark will help us to dig into the question.
' Phillip's location is unknown but
the fact that his desks were found
,in northeastern Pennsylvania suggests he may be from that area.
The style of his plane indicates a
period not later than 1800 to 1825
and the appearance of the desks
does not contradict this dating.

A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
As in the past, the interval since
the last issue has seen the accumulation of a large Amount of material sent in by the membership. For
this we are grateful and we hope
contributions will continue. With
these contributions have come many
letters, requests for information,
inquiries about membership, comments
about the Bulletin and a host of
other communications. Both the
Editor and the Secretary have developed severe feelings of guilt
about these communications because,.
despite our good intentions, it
has been impossible to keep up with
our correspondence. We ask all who
have written us to understand that
we'a're pleased to hear from you
and that we appreciate the time
and trouble you take in writing us.
Many who read this issue of
Plane Talk will perhaps be disappointed that queries, notes, articles and so forth which they have
sent in have not yet appeared. If
your contribution has not yet seen.
print, it is only that the quantity
of material we have received has
been greater than we have been able
to process. A future issue will
doubtless include your brain child.

The modern label of Nooitgedact
of Ylst in Friesland. This is
thought to be the same firm which
labelled planes with a crowned JN.
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Many Shall Run To And Frg,
And Knowledge Shall be Increased:
Daniel 12: 4
It is interesting to consider how little was known about the development of wooden planes only two or three decades ago.
For example: Frank Wildung, a serious and informed collector and commentator on tools believed as late as 1955 that the "top" "back" or "cap"
iron was a development of the early 19th Century. Today we know it was
in use as early as 1767 at which time the development was said to be " of
a late construction". Wildung also thought that planemaking probably did
not become a specialized trade until the eighteen twenties. His ignorance of these matters is not a reflection on him but on the state of
the art at the time.
The first published list of planemakers of which your editor is aware
appeared in the Chronicle of the Early American Industries Association in
July 1947. Compiled by Newton C. Brainard, it contained 22 names. Six
years later, in July 1953, Henry J. Kauffmann published a second list in
the Chronicle. It contained 15 more names. It was not intil 1966, nineteen years after the first publication of planemakers' names, that a list
which gave an understanding of the scope of an industry involving hundreds
of makers, appeared. The was the Chronicle Supplement of June 1966, compiled by Kenneth and Jane Roberts. Four additional listings by the Roberts
followed.
Published knowledge of any substantial number of planemakers' working
periods did not occur until 1968 when William Goodman's British Planemakers
from
_ _1700 was issued. The Roberts and the Goodman lists opened the gates
to a flood of information. In the twelve years following 1966 an enormous quantity has been brought together. Even so, we seem only to have
reached the stage in the development of a body of knowledge when we can
begin to see, still somewhat dimly, how much we do not yet know.
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Goodman "Planemakers"
Now Due for Early Fall

to

Because of difficulties related to photographic reproduction the issuance
of the second and greatly enlarged edition of W.L. Goodman's BRITISH
PLANEMAKERS from 1700 has been postponed until early fall.
The rhykenological fraternity is fortunate to have on either side of
the Atlantic an author whose contibution to the history of planemaking
is unusually sigaificant. Ken Roberts' recently issued second edition
of his WOODEN PLANES IN 19th CENTURY AMERICA is of major importance to
our understanding of the development of the American planemaking industry.
Certainly much the same thing can be said of Bill Goodman's treatment of
the British planemaking industry in BRITISH PLANEMAKERS.
The balance of this notice is quoted directly from the publishers'
"blurb" on the dust jacket of the new edition. While such blurbs are
often intended to make indifferent books seem appetizing to the potential
buyer, this one is accurate and unexaggerated in its information about
an excellent book and a remarkable man:
"As more and more people turn to the trades and crafts of the past, interest has centered on carpenters' and joiners' tools and on none more
than the king of woodworking tools - the plane. In the last few years
planes have become much sought after by collectors of antiques. This
book, the standard reference work on planemakers, is in two parts: a
check list of makers and their marks, preceded by a history of the planemakers and the tools they made.
"The first edition of this book showed how specialist planemakers evolved from general woodworking tradesmen in the early 1700's. and it traced
the development of the wooden plane up to the author's lifetime. In the
ten years since 1968 much more information has been collected to confirm
and expand the original suggestions. The text for this new edition has
been rewritten and, as before, is firmly based on primary sources - poll
books, parish registers, inland Revenue records, marriage allegations
and insurance policies.
"The history of the plane is told from several points of view: the lives
of the makers; the uses for which different planes were designed; the
changing shape of planes (length, profile, wedge, chamfers); makers'
marks and those of owners (often of successive generations) all indicating pride in craftsmanship and ownership of an expensive possession.
"What made the first edition indispensable to collectors was the check
list of all knOwn makers' names,addresses and dates,, together with all
reported marks. The new list has trebled in size to some 880 entries
and is complemented by a similar list of plane-iron makers. The text is
illustrated with 95 drawings and photographs, including reproductions
of several makers' marks from the early 1700's onward.
In 1917 at the age of fourteen W.L. Goodman started his career in the
woodworking shop of a firm making bakers' sundries. De then apprenticed
himself to the joiner's trade with a local builder in Bristol and eventually qualified as a woodworking instructor. During his teaching years
from 1928 until 1960, Mr. Goodman became interested in the history of
tools and found that very little had been written about the subject in
English. He learned a number of foreign languages, including (technical)
Russian, in order to further his research. When he left teaching to
research and write full time, he travelled extensively in Europe on a
grant from the Leverhulme Trust. He built up contacts with museums and
other authorities around the world, wrote many articles and published this
present book and THE HISTORY OF WOODWORKING TOOLS, which established him
as the authority on the subject.
Mr. Goodman has long been a member of the institute of Handicraft Teachers and was recently mada an honorary member of the Early American
Industries Association and a Vice President of the British-American
Rhykeological Sooiaty which is devoted to the study of the plane.

The "How-To" of Wooden Plane Making
Writings about the actual making of wooden planes are scarce. Occasionally we are asked to recommend sources of information either to
someone who wishes to make his own planes or to someone who wants to understand the methods employed by the early makers. Hints about planemaking practices can be gleaned from authors like W.L. Goodman and Kenneth
D. Roberts but their emphasis is on other matters. Michael Dunbar deals
with the repair of old wooden planes in his Antique Woodworking Tools.
Hastings House, N.Y. 1977. Richard Martin's The Wooden Plane, EAIA 1977
has a chapter on the manufacture of wooden planes but, while a large
amount of information is given, it is not a "how-to" description. The
Dictionary of Tools, George Allen & Unwin Ltd. 1975, by Rafael Salaman
provides substantial information about the tools, jigs and fixtures of
the planemaker. From Salaman's long section (80 pages) on planes, additional information about processes can be distilled but step by step instructions are not offered.
Periodical articles, though relatively few, are fairly fertile sources.
In The Chronicle of the Early American Industries Association. Vol VIII.
no's 2 & 3, April and July, 1955, appears an article by Frank H. Wildung
titled "Making Wood(en) Planes in America". The article includes a long
reminiscence about the actual making of planes by William Lorenzen who
was employed for many years by the Sandusky Tool Company.
In the November and December 1971 and the January 1972 issues of the
National Fisherman, John Gardner discusses the making of "bench"planes,
Including two measured drawings, the Gardner articles treat the making of
boat and shipbuilders' planes in detail. Although these planes were
usually made by the specialists who used them, it can be assumed that the
techniques which Gardner describes were probably employed to a great extent by professional planemakers.
"The Nearly Forgotten Art of Making Planes" by James Curry appears
in The Wooden Boat, No. ii., July-August 1976. Curry's article traces the
making of a boat builder's smooth plane and also provides layout drawings for a spar plane.
Members' suggestions as to other sources of information about the
actual construction of planes are welcome. An interesting project for
a member who is a skilled woodworker would be to examine examples of 18th
C planes and try to determine the. steps in their construction and the
tools used from the evidence offered by the planes themselves. Layout
lines, chisel marks, marks of boring tools, files or saws, nature of
chamfers, mortices and other construction details can probably form the
basis for a conjectural but reasonable re-creation of the early planemakers procedures and tool kit.

conjectures in rhyme that the thumb screw
retainers for plough stems were the invention
of Francis Nicholson:
"One day Deacon Francis said "Phew,
These confounded keys I eschew,
The holes in the stocks,
Are worse than the pox,
I think I'll just put in a screw."
and he did.
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NOTES & QUERIES

From Richard T. DeAvila
In a previous issue of B-ARS I wrote a note
on
"knock out pins" or "starts" on moulding Planes.
(Vol 11-3, Fall 1977). This is a follow up on
that note. I recently talked with a carpenter
who had worked in Vietnam with a native
tradesman. He informed me that the local carpenters
are still using homemade wooden planes and
has
two that he brought back from there. These
carpenters loosened the wedges of their bench
planes in the following manner: - The plane was
gripped in the right hand with the fingers on
bottom and with thumb applying pressure on
wedge. A sharp rap on the upper fore end of
the plane loosens the wedge and iron... I tried
this on various moulding and bench planes and
it is very effective in loosening the wedges.
This is apparently the procedure the owner of
my Fuller moulding planes used in loosening
his irons. More important, I found that in
holding the moulding tools in this manner the
recess in the top of the wedges seems to be
just right to accommodate the grip of the hand
to apply pressure when hitting the fore end.
(See sketch). Is it possible that wedges of
moulding planes were made with this shape for
the purpose of gripping? I wonder if this
theory has ever been advanced? Has anyone any
other ideas on this?

The trade magazine CARPENTRY AND BUILDING of
January 1893 contained the following short note
on planes. Among other information it clearly
describes the functions which the carpenter of
1893 assigned to the various types of bench
plane:
"Of the tools comprising a carpenter's kit,
none is employed so frequently as the plane,
says a writer in the New York TRADE SCHOOL
JOURNAL, and there are very few jobs, indeed,
where its services are not required by the
carpenter. To accomplish the best results care
must be taken to keep the plane iron sharp.
Many who use so common a tool as the plane do
not sharpen the iron until it is so dull that
it will hardly cut.
"When ground the iron should be given a long
straight bevel. In order that the edge may
sharpen quickly when the iron is rubbed on the
oil stone, the heel should be raised - the
veriest trifle only is necessary - about 1/100
inch.
"The irons of the jack plane, the short fore
plane, and the smoothing plane, should be
ground and kept with a slightly convex edge,
while in the fore plane and jointer the edge of
the irons should be ground and kept perfectly
straight.
"The use of the jack plane is to take off the
rough or superfluous wood: the short fore
plane for facing or taking the wood out of the
wind, the long fore plane and jointer are used
to make the narrow ends of the lumber straight
and square. The smoothing plane is the last
the carpenter uses on his work, and as the name
indicates, its purpose is to smooth off and
clean the work he is preparing."
In a letter to the editor of the EAIA Chronicle
June 1976, Lee Borkowski lists his gleanings of
tool makers names from Milwaukee city directories. Only a few of these men have been previously noted. It seems useful to reproduce
the names of the planemakers from Mr. Borkowski's
list. Several men who are described only as
toolmakers are included since that appeiation
often indicated a maker of planes or moulding
tools.
NAME
TRADE
YEAR IN
DIRECTORY
ALLEN, T.C.G.
Planemaker
1851-1857
BEILEY, JONATHAN Sash & planemaker 1859
BUNNEMAN, T
Toolmaker
1851
BEGLEY, GOTTFRIED Toolmaker
1860
Toolmaker,Planemkr.1848
CLARK, E & H
Planemaker,Joiner 1847-1854
CLARK, HENRY
DARNER, J.B.
Planemaker
1854
GALL, GEO.
Toolmaker
1856-1858
Toolmaker,Planemkr.1854-1857
KELLEY, GEO. W.
LEHRKIND, CHAS.
Toolmaker
1856
LOBENSTEIN, WM.
Tool mfr.
1859
LEHRKIND, FRED
Toolmaker
1860
ZIEGLER, PHILLIP Toolmaker
1858-1860

Further to Richard de Avilas note on "starts",
Plane Talk 11-3, Randy Lunn writes: "A•start'
on a complex moulding plane (when struck to
loosen the blade) would put undue stress on
the
"tips" of the blade. The impact of a blow could
break or damage these exposed tips. (See sketch)
Richard's moulding plane by FULLER is a "tongue"
type of plane with no exposed tips. The impact
of a strike on the "start" would be absorbed
by
a wide section of the blade.
'Starts are found usually on flat bladed planes,
as you know, and I feel could be sucessfully
employed on other planes (such as the FULLER)
where the impact of a strike is spread out over
a good portion of the blade.
This is an intriguing area and I would be interested in hearing theories from other B-ARS
members:'

In his article in the EAIA Chronicle, December
1977 about the George W. Cartwright tool chest
belonging to Frank McGregor Smith, Jack Kebabian
provides an inventory of the chest's contents.
Fifteen moulding planes are listed representing
eight makers. Five of the makers, COGDELL,
GABRIEL, MADOX, FHILLIPSON and SYM are known to
have worked in the 18th C. One, L. TOMPKINSON,
is dated by W.L.G. in his A & W supplement as
working - 1818-1829. Tompkinson was, however,
associated with S.TOMPKINSON - 1779. The seventh maker, DINGLE, is first noted in the supplement but is assigned no date. The eighth maker,
W.GIFFING is previously unnoted. Jack comments
that the GIFFING plane may be American.
Jack Kebabian has remarked a previously unrecorded maker of plane irons, FYNTON, among the
tools in the chest of George W. Cartwright now
owned by Frank McGregor Smith.
Seth Burchard corrects our statement that the
source of the picture of Treman & Brothers
manufactory was a directory. It actually came
from the margin of an 1863 man of Ithaca owned
by the DeWitt Historical Society of Tompkins
County.
4.(11-1)
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Bill Streeter reports that in his continuing
research into the life of Cummington, Mass.
planemaker JACOB LOVELL, he has learned that
Lovell lived for some years of his life in
Bleeker, N.Y., a township which no longer exists. Hattie Lovell, his daughter, later Hattie
Hamlin, was born there some time in 1857 or
1858. How Lovell earned a living, whether at
his trade or by some other endeavor,during this
period is unknown.
The 1879 publication, East Hartford, Its History
and Traditions is disappointing because of its
lack, of attention to plane making. However it
does include this amusing paragraph which probably refers to PETER BROOKS. "The house now
awned by Dr. L.W. McInrosh was long a tool shop
carried on by a Mr. Brooks. He labored on a
'perpetual motion machine' for years, - and his
invention, / was ingenuously told, operated
sucessfully - 'at least for a time'."
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SCRATCHES, PRICKERS, OR GAUGES?
By Carl Bopp

— NOTE TIIE

Screwed to the side of an occasional sash plane is a strange looking
piece of metal. It is about the thickness of a hacksaw blade and has
two points on one end, and four on the other.
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The planes I have seen with these, or have heard about, have always
been made by ISRAEL WHITE (PHILAA, with one exception being a plane by
B.HUFF ( BALTIMORE).
Hermon Chapin's 1853 catalog lists, as an extra for his sash planes,
templets, gAuges, and packers. I think his term gauges and prickars is
the same as Alex Mathieson & Sons 1899 catalog called scratches. I do
not know what Israel White called them, hence the questionmark in the
title. I have chosen to use the term gauges, for the rest of this
article.
I am sure other makers must have also supplied them with their sash
planes. All the guage equipped planes I have examined have the gauge
screwed to the side of the plane where it could be easily taken off to
use.
When I first questioned collectors about the function of this piece
of metal, I was told it was used to clear out shavings from the throat
of the plane. The points on both ends are needle sharp, and I have
found that these points line up with the setbacks in the molding made by
the plane they accompany. (See sketch)
The text for plate #45 in Monckton's National Carpenter and Joiner
(1873) describes sash making. It says that to make a sash you first make
a width rod and a height rod to correspond to the width and height of the
sash. It then tells how to put marks on these rods. "Width rod: This
rod is laid out for the purpose of fixing the places of the mortices in
the rails and their exact lengths and the length of level bars or muntins".
"Height rod: this rod is laid out for the purpose of fixing the exact
places of the relishes and mortices of the top and bottom rails, the meeting rails and the muntins, and also lengths of stiles as follows:" It
then goes on to give measurements to correspond with the drawings.
It is my proposal that the metal gauges found on sash planes were
used to put exact marks on the width and height rods for making sash.
Almost all sash planes cut a slightly different depth to the setLacks
in the shape they make. A gauge to mark these setbacks would be more
exact and faster than measuring.
I would like to know if there is any other explanation and also if
any members have planes by other makers with these gauges on them.
I think they are found on Israel White's planes because he supplied
his planes with them screwed to the side. This would account for the
number of them still associated with his planes today. Gauges supplied
with, but not attached to, sash planes made by other manufacturers would
in most cases have been separated from the planes long since.

NOTES & QUERIES
Tom Fuller confirms the C.LINDENBERGER label
observed by Bill Eviston, Plane Talk 11-3, and
provides us with a rubbing which we will attempt
to reproduce but which may be too dark. Tom
describes his recent acquisition.
"The tool is 91
/
2 in. long: 1 9/32" wide below
the step: 3/4in. wide above the step; and the
height is indeterminable due to the obvious
conversion and the top of the plane having been
dressed down. The igon is unmarked. This
iron is bedded at 50', and is 3/32 in. thick
at the top of the bevel (sharpening) and 1/16"
thick at the to of the tang. There is a 900
(1/8 in. wide) step between the upper part of
the plane and the concave chamfer. The 1/8"
step is carried around the heel and toe chamfers. This tool has been,of course, converted
from its original dimensions of the lower part
of its right and its left sides. I do not
understand the reason for the chamfer at the
lower part of the right side of the plane. The
chamfer on the left side of course accommodates
the fence which has been added to convert the
tool to working coping molding (/ presume)."

Ss

Catalogue 6 published by Arnold & Walker is devoted to the tools and techniques employed in
making window sash. While a large variety of
planes were employed in sashmaking there was.
of course, a considerable kit of other tools as
well. This should not deter any earnest rhykenologist from obtaining and enjoying *6 which
reflects the high standards of its five predecessors.
A & W's 46 lists a previously unnoted maker W.MIRXBRIDE in a serrated border on a mitre plane.
Dudley Lavton's Lets Collect Old Woodworkina
Tools illustrates a screw arm plough with an
embossed stamp which appears to read J. ROBSON.
In L.C.O.W.T., Dudley Layton illustrates the
profile of a moulder and its wedge which he
attributes to ROBERT BURMAN, early 18 C. W1,(1's
supplement issued by Arnold & Walker list& marks
of RICHARDBURM&R, - 1760 ? and BURMAN - 1800.
Perhaps the soon to be forthcoming edition of
British Planemakers will tell us more about
planemen of this name.
in con"The joiner is generally termed
tradistinction to the carpenter, who mostly
works at the building, and seldom uses a plane
a 'shop-hand' or 'benchman', from the
fact of most of his work being prepared in the
shop and executed at the bench. Should the carpenter require to smooth the surface of a piece
of timber, he rigs up a bench on the premises,
on two barrels as he best can. This,however,
is by no means an ordinary occurence, the rule
in the trade being that all which the plane
passes over is 'joiners' work." - From Letter
LX - July 11, 1950, in the series of "letters"
or articles on the London tradeg by Henry Mayhew in the Morning Chronicle.
P.D. asks "Who was E.TAFT IN MENDON? The 1790
census listings for Mendon, Mass. list three
E.TAFTS, Enos, Elijah and Ebenezer. No information about their trades is given. Only the
supposition that E TAFT worked in the 18 C
suggests the three are possibilities. Perhaps
some Mass. member can pinpoint this member of
the "In" group.

Anne Wino informs us that C.LINDENBERGER may
indeed be a connection of John Lindenberger of
Providence. Her recent research discloses that
two of Lindenberger's sons, John Jr. and Ebenezer moved to Ohio in 1817. They had a younger
brother, Christopher who may well have learned
the planemaker's trade from his father and then
followed the brothers west. Since C. Lindenberger planes have been reported in Kentucky
and Indiana, an Ohio orgin is not an unreasonable speculation.
Bill Eviston reports an unusual double stamping
on a wooden plane:
ROSEBOOM
& MAGILL
&
C.J.SMITH & CO
CINIO
CIN'T/ 0
Makers 1855 only
dealers 1849-59
Bill suggests that apparently Smith & Co bought
R&M's remaining stock and restamped it without
bothering to remove maker.
Isaiah 44: 13. "The carpenter stretcheth out
his rule: he marketh it out with a line; he
fitteth it with planes...." King James Version,
1611. Is this the first recorded application
of the principle behind Henry Mercer's assignment of the category "fitting" planes in his
description of the three functions of planes
as "levelling", "fitting" and "ornamenting"?
Alan Bates is doing research for an article on
THOMAS NAPIER, Philadelphia planemaker. He has
evidence that Napier was making planes in the
U.S. at an earlier date than indicated by Wm.
Goodman. If anyone awns a Napier plane or has
any information about this man, please write
Alan at Box 159 G, RD 3, Hockessin, Del. 19707.

Eric Gannicott sends us a leaflet, which was at
one time packed with new William Marples beech
planes which deals with both the treatment of
wooden planes with linseed oil and the removal
of wedge and iron. Questions about both these
subjects appeared in recent Bulletins. The
Marples instructions contradiet those of Percy
Blandford which we quoted, but Mr. Gannicott
says "In all fairness to Mx. Blandford it was
the accepted practice, at the time of the
writer's apprenticeship in London, to saturate
the plane either by blocking up the mouth or
submerging it in a barrel of raw linseed oil.
"The smoother and the jack plane that I treated in this fashion are in excellent condition
some 30 years later."
The Marples instructions are quoted in full:
"A Wood Plane Block should not be immersed in
a bath of,linseed oil and left to soak. The
mouth should not be stopped with putty and then
filled with linseed oil. The wood becomes
sodden and so swollen that the Iron and Wedge
.
will not fit and when forced into position a
split block may result. In addition the hardwearing properties of the Beechwood are impaired.
An occasional wipe with a rag soaked in linseed oil is all that is necessary: this is advisable as it gives the wood a protective coat
against the weather.
REMOVING THE IRON AND WEDGE
To remove the Iron of a Jack or Try Plane the
operator should hold with the thumb inside the
throat. Rapid taps with a hammer on the FORE
END of the Plane will loosen the wedge and allow
the iron to be withdrawn. Take care to strike
an even blow or the face of the hammer will
damage the surface of the block.
A series of taps on the heel of a Smoothing
Plane brought down sharply on the bench will
have the same result."
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MORE NOTES ON THE

YANKEE PLOW, by Bob Graham

The style of plow plane referred to above is typified by the
use of thumbscrews to fix the adjustment of the fence; however,
the type probably has it's origin based on another feature which
predates the use of thumbscrews.
Francis Nicholson, the earliest documented (by J.S. Kebabian)
American Planemaker,used thumbscrews on some of his plows. At
least two of his plows are of the "Belt 'n' S'penders"
variety--they have both thumbscrews and key slots. Both of these
examples were found with the thumbscrews extant. They were probably
originally made with keys and later converted--probably professionally.
English plows of Joseph Moxon's era were made with a force fit
arrangement of the arms through the plane stock. Examples of this
construction dating to c. 1770 are known (correspondence with W.L.
Goodman), but they are scarce owing to the great probability that
most were converted to key fixing. This force fit construction
allowed adjustment by alternately tapping the two arms in the direction necessary. Adjustments made in this manner require that
a degree of flexibility be built into the fence/arm assemblage, because the alternating movement of the arms requires
that the fence, arms, and - stock move as a trapezoid--not
quite geometrically possible, but t nevertheless, a practical reality due to the single rivet attachment of the
fence.
This force fit construction could not have been used in examples
of 18th century American plows seen to date. A feature peculiar to
1-• these early American plows from
New England is that the arms are not
only riveted to the fence but are also set into housings, or dados-a method of construction which is rigid. If the assemblage is in
fact not rigid due to wear or age, the method is theoretically rigid,
and it s use implies the intent of rigidity on behalf of the Planemaker. Because of this rigidity, it is necessary that the arms go
rather loosely through the mortices in the stock so that the entire
fence/arm atructure can move at right angles to the stock--the fence
remaining parallel to the stock at all times. Alternate movement
of the arms is impossible. It is most likely that F.Nicholson used
this rigid construction, but employing keys, in his earlier products
accounting for the Belt 'n' S'pender variations; the longer overall
length permitted later experimentation with thumbscrews--not possible
on English planes.
The illustration accompanying these notes traces the evolution
of the Yankee plow from it s configuration in the mid 18th century
until c. 1850. By this latter date the only features remaining of
the original pattern are the thumbscrews and the slightly longer
length necessary to provide clearance for the rear screw. Other
than
this, improvements in transportation and communications have caused
the Yankee plow to have been absorbed into the Anglo-American
rhykenological mainstream.
Correspondence with Mr. W.L. Goodman has determined that, to
date, no English plows have been discovered with (a) arms set into
housings in the fence, (b) thumbscrew fixing, (c) the combination of
the lap joint between stock and fence and the housings in the stock
which accept the bases of the arms when the fence is drawn up close.
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NOTES & QUERIES

Garland Rainey writes in connection with the L.
SAMPSON plane of Paul Kebabian, discussed in
Plane Talk II-4.that he has an L. Sampson hollow.
It is 97/8" long and marked
4/9 on the heel. Paul confirms that the mark is
the same as those on his L. Sampson planes of
which he now owns several. He emphasizes that
these L. Sampsons and the boxed LS planes of
which he owns four, have almost identical characteristics of construction design and size.
All are close to 10" in length and have similar
wedges.
One of the interesting results of the Boxed
Initials piece, Plane Talk 11-4, was a report
by Dave Stang that he awns a J.FULLER/PROVIDENCE
plane which also bears the L.S. boxed initials.
The Secretary, who wrote the piece says this
information is enormously interesting. At
least two interpretations are possible. One
is that all the L4. and L. Sampson planes were
part of the personal kit of one owner woodworker and have been dispersed all over the
map. The other is that L. Sampson was a maker
who at some time either worked for J. Fuller
or supplied him with a quantity of planes.
Documentary material describing L.Sampson's
profession may eventually supply a key to the
puzzle.
Alan Pates provides us with a number of new
marks.
A
W. MART/N/PHILAD - embossed in a one line,
serrated border on a 10" beech moulder. This is
probably William Martin who is found in Philadelphia directories from 1785 to 1800. The only
label reported previously for a Philadelphia
Martin has contained no initial.
BRADSTREET - embossed in a serrated border on
a hollow.
"Crowned" P - single boxed initial surmounted
by a crown on a Dutch plane.
H.WALT - embossed in a serrWd clrIniaiSn8e.
matcn groover, early to mio
Bill Hilton supplies information regarding the
preparation of wood blocks used in plane making.
He encloses the following from Cassell's Cyclopedia of Mechanics. Boston 1904:
PREPARING BEECH BLOCKS FOR PLANES
The beech blocks are first sawn to finishing
sizes, and are afterwards placed in a cylinder,
tank, or chest, into which steam is admitted,
generally at a pressure of about 10 lb. per
square inch. The wood is kept there for from
two to four hours, according to the thickness
of the blocks. Some makers prefer to boil the
stocks in steam heated tank, or in a special
form of copper heated by fire. There is something in wood which simple drying does ncteliminate, and which is largely responsible for the
properties of elasticity and resiliency. To a
large extent it disappears with age, and for
some purposes it is better absent, and in all
cases its presence renders the wood more liable
to be affected by changes of atmospheric conditions. Steaming and boiling removes it, and,
in effect, in a few hours advance the life history of the wood by a considerable number of
years, with an equivalent reduction of hygroscopic qualities, and the advent of staple qualities, in plane manufacture.

In Plane Talk /1-3 we published the finding of
a pair of planes one marked E.PVFFER IN PE---and the other, J.PUFFER. The conjecture that
E.Puffer might have been Elijah Puffer born
in Wrentham, Mass. in 1737 was offered. His
relative (nephew?) Job Puffer born in 1769,
was proposed as the possible owner of the J.
Puffer stamp. Jack 1<ebabian has dug more
deeply into vital records and genealogical material and has unearthed some rhykenologically
spectacular supportive evidence for the assignment of the older plane to Elijah and simultaneously has made visible still another link or
links, in the relationships of the early southeastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island planemakers.
Elijah Puffer was the son of William Puffer
and Rebekah Ware. Rebekah Ware was the cousin
of Mercy Ware who married Capt. John Nicholson,
a planemaker and son of Deacon Francis Nicholson, first recorded American planemaker. Rebekah and Mercy were nieces of Mary Ware who was
Francis Nicholson's third wife and first cousins, once removed of Sarah Ware, Francis Nicholson's second wife.
William Puffer, Elijah's father, was born
in Wrentham,as was Elijah. He moved to Norton,
another village in which a planemaker has been
recorded (HENRY WETHEREL) and later to Medway
also the home of a planemaker (I.JONES). After
living at Norton,Elijah moved to Peterborough,
N.H. in 1764. This is apparently the locale
reflected by his stamp IN PE
. The number
of letters in the stamp can only be guessed
but the space seems too short to contain Peterborough in full and the name was probably abbreviated. Peterborough is less than twenty five
miles from Keene, N.H./ home of E.BRIGGS, a
planemaker who is also believed to have origin=
ated in the Wrentham area.
It is notable that independent researchers frequently arrive at the same results in the same
general time frames. An example of this phenomenon arises from the previously puzzling
labels of A.C.BARTLETT.
We asked a question about Bartlett in a recent Plane Talk. Don Krauss sent us a copy of
a letter he received from the Sandusky Chamber
of Commerce in 1972 in response to questions he
posed about Ohio plane companies. In part the
letter explained that A C Bartletts Ohio Planes
were manufactured by the Sandusky Tool Company
for Hippert (sic) - Bartlett Co., a wholesale
hardware company of Chicago, Illinois. Don
extablished the actual name of the firm as
Hibbard, Spencer & Bartlett.
Ken Roberts investigated the same subject
for his recent, second edition of WPINCA. He
also identified the company as Hibbard, Spencer,
Bartlett & Co. and dated this name from 1890
when Bartlett became a principal. He believes
that Bartlett planes were probably supplied by
both the Ohio Tool Co.and Sandusky. Ken's
chapter on Ohio planemaking and the Sandusky
Tool Co. is an Aladdin's Cave of facts relating
to a fascinating period in the development and
decay of the planemaking industry.

Bill also notes that in 1849 in the:
Mercantile Union-Business Directory
Part 4 - Massachusetts
Pub. by Pratt & Co., N.Y., N.Y.
there is an entry:
BALLARD, FRANKLIN (plane wood) Buckland.
Mass.
Also in the 1856 directory of:
The New England Business Directory
Pub. by Sampson, Davenport & Co., Boston
there is an entry:
HIGGINS, LYMAN (handles) Worthington, Mass.
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ADJUSTABLE
PLOW
(HOMEMADE)
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An unusual homemade plow collected and drawn
by Dave Perch.

Scale has been reduced in

reproduction but 1/2 scale fence length in
left hand drawing measured 3 5/8".

NOTES & QUERIES
No published listing we have inspected i:.cludes
B.CODDINGTON/LAFAYt/Icl. Benjamin Coddington
appears in Lafayette, Indiana directories between 1858 (first directory) and 1886.
Newton Brainard's ground breaking note in the
July 1947 BAIA Chronicle about Connecticut
addresses he had observed on planes lists some
now well known names and some variations. Are
the variations typos or misreadings or do they
represent actual, otherwise unrecorded labels.
J.P.BROOKS/EAST HARTFORD
G.E.DENISON & CO/WINTHROP
JONATHAN CHURCH/GRANBY
LYMAN KENNEDY & CO/ HARTFORD
L.PARKHURST/HARTFORD
T.WOODRUFF/HARTFORD
Bud Steere, in his recently issued list, reports
a French plane labeledA(N?)DRE ARNOUX/MARSEILLE.
It is a complex moulder, of fruitwood (?) and
bears an imprint of a figure which may be a
knight in armour. Iron is by PEGUEOT FRERES.
Among the planes owned by an Italian cabinet
maker who served his apprenticeship in Marseille
before coming to the U.S. Bud Steere has noted
irons marked:
PEUGEOT JAPY INVENTEURS
BRAND & JSENBURG
PEUGEOT FRERE ( with a lion imprint)
Another example of W.WATKINS/BRADFORD.which was
listed by Ken Roberts under firms with partial
addresses, is named in Bud Steere's recent
list which includes more than 90 wood plane items
and a large 11:.:mber of STANLEY Pieces. Bud's
address is 110 Glenwood R., N. Kingston, R.I..
02852.
Bud Steere notes BELCHER BROS/PROVIDENCE on a
*12 hollow. Was this a maker or a dealer?
In the handsome Tools from Pacific North Collections edited by Paul Marmont and published by
the Pacific Norwest Tool Collectors are several
bits of plane data which bear repetition.
One a compass plane of beech wood marked VARVILL
& SONS/YORK is also found the label DAVIS & WILSHAW/IRONMONGERS/SHEFFIELD (Paul Marmont collection).
On a plow of Dutch origin the stamp I.MOOYMAN.
(Paul Marmont collection.)
Irons with the following stamps were noted:
:.W.WOODCOCE/SHEFFIELD (Paul Marmont collec
tion
JAMES HOWARTH/WARRANTED CAST STEEL/SHEFFIELD
(Paul Marmont collection_
K.WELZIBACE (Ken Bassett collection)
Carl BOOD reports still another Philadelphia
maker who "boxed" his planes with lignum vitae.
His name was JONES and on the example Carl
has seen he stamped his name once and PHILA
twice forming a triangle. It is not kncwn
which of the several Philadelphia Joneses is
represented by the stamp.

Seth Burchard has identified a previously unknown labeler, W.H.BLYE/DE RUYTER. De Ruyter
is a village about ten miles south of Cazenovia,
N.Y. in the north western part of the state.
The Blye plane is very similar to the Tidey
patent plane discussed in a recent Plane Talk
and since Tidey's Dundee address is also in
upper N.Y. state it is likely that the Blye
plane was made under license from Tidey.

A groove plan? ::.arked J.TILBURN in a sawtooth
rectangle has been collected by Ray Strom.

An Unnoted'New Jersey Planemaker.
Througn tne g000 ° trice ot Ray Townsend we
have received from John Y. Dater a clipping of
an article which ran in the Ramsey, New Jersey
Journal published by Mr. Dater. Printed in
1964 as part of a special Tercentenary salute
to Ramsey, the article provides much background on planemaker, William J. Ward who is
known to most us only through his inclusion
in Ken Roberts' Planemakers.... We quote part
of Mr. Dater's article:
"A ride through the. saddle River valley
today would not indicate to the average individual that in times past it was the scene of
a number of thriving industries. One of these
was the William Ward Edge Tool Factory and Saw
Mill, which used to derive its power from the
Saddle River at a site 1,600 yards south of the
point where Lake St. crosses East Saddle River
Rd. The mill was between the east road and
the river.
All of the old carpenters used to buy their
planes and moulding cutters from this factory,
which had a high reputation for excellence.
The tools were also sold in New York.
William J. Ward was one of the old time
craftsmen, one of a kind that has now all but
disappeared. Born in Sheffield, England, in
1821, he came to this country in 1846 and sertled in New York. He had learned the tool
making trade in the homeland, so it was only
natural that he pursue the same business here.
Hence we find him making tools and hardware on
the site of the present Port Authority Terminal
at 41st. St.
A contemporary English friend was Disston,
the wel: :.117i- n saw maker. Ward was the son of
an English Methodist minister and when Disston
came to visit the children were sent from the
room because of the "extravagant" language of
his friend Disston--at least that is the story.
In 1868 William Ward located in Saddle River
He purchased the old Van Ryper sawmill, located
as above noted, along with five houses in the
valley lying between the east and west roads.
In one of these he lived, the others were occupied by English workers in the factory.
Mr. Ward continued to turn out his fine
planes with Sheffield steel blades until his
death in 1891."
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Letter head of The Capewell Horse Nail Co.
makers of the Capewell plane about which
Vince King inquired in Vol /-4.
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Bob Siefert has sent in a photo of an unusual
core box plane.
See photo section). This was pat.
#751,671 (Feb. 9, 190L) issued to John E. McCauley
of Springfield, Ohio and assigned to William
Bayley.
Bill Baader of Springfield, Ohio has researched this company and the following is borrowed
from his article in the ACTIVE Scracbook #20, Aust.
1976.
Some of these planes are found marked Wm.
Bayley Co., Scrinefield and others marked 0. 17 C.
Co. This is the Gray Iron Casting Co. of Springfield, Ohio. Both planes were made by the Bayley
Co. The Gray Iron Casting Co. was a company within
a comnany. In 1901 the Gray Iron Casting Co.,
located at 90 W. North St., listed WM. Bayley as
?resident, Guy 3ay1ey as Vice-President and A. W.
Seaver as Secretary-Mangeer. In 1905 the Wm. Bayley
Co. is liste,i as a separate company for the first
time.
Records indicate that 5,000 of these planes
were manufactured before being discontinued c. 1906.
The Bayley Co. was still listed in 1923 as a manufacturer of steel windows.
As the patent specification indicates, the
forward ana backward rocking motion of the handle
No. 751,671.

transmits by means of the pawl, ratchet, and gear
a rotating movement to the central shaft to
which
the cutter is attached. Thus, with each
forward
stroke of the plane and forward push on the handle, the cutter advances fractionally in a
lateral arc, to shape the pattern core.
It is interertine to note that Bill Baader's
father used cne of these planes c. 1906, and
Bob
Seifert reports that the patternmaker who sold
him
the plane said that is was more accurate
than the
standard V-shaped core box plane.
This information provided by Bill Baader
is a prime example of the important contribution,
a member with zeographical advantage, can make
to
the overall success and value of this publicatio
n.
The McCauley patent drawing is renroduced
here alone with a very similar patent #60,206
(Dec. U, 1866) issued to Elisha Lewis of Philadelphia, ?a. 38 years earlier!

PATENTED FEB. 9, 1904.
S. E. McCAULEY.
BAND TOOL.
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J. SIEGLEY.
BENCE PLANE.

Carl Boot of Ne Jersey inquires about iron
bepch planes marked SIEOLEY. He has model.marked
and #6. The latest catalor from Ye Olde Tool
Shed (or. 11) clearly illustrates Sierley models
and r7 with corrurated bottoms. The planes are
basically the design of Bailey types. The most
noticeable difference is a screwed-down cap rather
than a lever.
Since the above numbers correspond to Stanley
clams it is possible that Eierley manufactured a
#1 thru #8. William Hilton's Patent Index, roe. 8,
lists 7 patents issued to JacorillW557-7he 1st was
0216,979 (July 1, 1879) address New York City. However, his 5th patent #2911,919 (Mar. 11, 18811) indicates he had moved to Wilkes Barre, Pa. Five patents
are for combination planes, one for a block plane
and his last #510,096 (Dec. 5, 1893)Bench Plane.
Obviously, Siegleyplaced more emphasis on
combination plan's, gince his advertising focused on
that product, i.e. several trade catalogs of the
period 1890-1905 illustrate combination planes.

Patented Dec. 8, 1893.

No. 510,0 go.

Siegiey's Combination Planes
As a Plow it has advance
Cutters on each side of the
blade, saving the work of setting
AS a
and running a gauge.
Dado, it is adjustable from
inch to any width. The No. 2,
as shown in the cut. is a coat.
blued Plow and Dado. with
Cutters, 3.16. 1-i. 5-16. 34. 1-16,
14, 3.0. 3.4 sod 7-8: also Filletstir and 1 inch /klatch Plans
Cutter: also Side and Center
Scads with Cutters 3-16, 1.4, 3-14,
7.10 and 1-2.
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T. B. RAIL CATALOG, Detroit c. 1905, pr. 4h
This writer has never seen an ad for Siegley
bench planes. As one would expect, the sales were
directly in proportion to the advertising. Combination planes occasionally turn up but it is seldom
that we see bench Planes. He probably concentrated
these sales closer to Wilkes Barre since they do
turn up in Pennsylvania and further west.
Siegley wood bottom planes turn up in the
typical sizes and are nearly identical to the
Bailey type, except for a twisted lateral.
Carl BODD also inouires about iron bench
planes —
marice=5WARD HAHN Y5R. ;imps BARRE, PA.
The photo or Hahn planes (BARS, Vol. II=1, rear page)
indicates that these planes are nearly identical to
Siegley's bench planes. This and the Wilkes Barre
location indicate the possibility of sore agreement
between Hahn & Sierley. Perhaps 2nd quality planes
were marked Hahn, cr Hahn was a hardware dealer
selling planes manufactured by Seirley?
Hopefully some interested members in the
Wilkes Barre area will research this question.
Carl also asks about another #h iron bench
plane with STONE TOOL CC. stamped on the blade. This
question emphasizes the need for feedback from other
interested members. One small hint such as someone
having a plane with a STONE TOOL CO. blade but
possibly a location or date added would be an
nortant clue. No natter how insirnificant you think
the infor7ation is, send it in (a post card will do).
It may just fit into the puzzle some place.
To illustrate this point: In EARS,Vol. I,
No. h, Vince King asks about a block plane labeled
CARMEL. By chance, while visiting at Bill Hilton's
recently, I noticed an iron bench plane of the AA
size. The blade marking was as illustrated here.
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This small but important clue compared with
the trade mark on the c. 1890 trade card reproduced
here provides very convincing evidence that this
was one and the same company. Capewell was originally a producer of horse shoe nails, but as the need
for these nails diminished rapidly during the 1st
quarter of this century, CA:revel' obviously saw the
need to diversify and marketed planes.
This leads us to the manufacturer of these
planes and at the same tine should answer many other
questions regarding similar planes.
Bill Hilton's Capewell plane is identical in
configuration to ctner planes marked ?EXTOL WORTH,
TRUE-VALUE, CRUSADER METAL
UCTS, and rARPLUS.
Planes with these names are
the t=;
3,#L, #5 and block plane sizes. They are of low quality having a heavy cast iron base with a pressed
steel frog, hollowed adjustment nut of pressed brass
or steel, and stained hardwood knobs and handles.
There is evidence that all of these planes were manufactured by P TO( Peck, Stow, & Wilcox of Southington, Conn.) and distributed by jobbers under
the various trade names mentioned, c. 1925-35.
Similar planes with blades marked FARADS
have bet-n observed with solid frors cast intevral
with the base. The identical profiles of plane
beds and lever caps indicate that these were also
made by PEXTO. The marked PEXTO plane observed
also has a presced steel lever cap.
If anyone was going to use pressed steel in
the manufacture of planes it would certainly be
PEXTC.
This company, in business for 191 years and
known world wide for its sheetnetal fabricating
machinery and tools, closed its doors forever on
October 8 1976.
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BEST PLANE IN THE WORLD,
TIIE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

•
-

ONLY SELF-SETTING PLANE MADE.

HAS AN ADJUSTABLE IRON THROAT.

Sets Instantly with Minute Accuracy
Every bit warranted to stand hemlock knot to user's satisfaction.
Works easy. See it at your dealers

None Cheap but the Best.
All Want tha Best.
Sent on 30 Days' Trial as per Circular, if
Dealers do not keep it.

VIEW—showing ADJUSTABLE IRON THROAT,
which can be raised or lowered as desired, if wood wears away.

SECTIONAL

BOTTOM VIEW.—Showing Adjustable Iron Throat.
Possesses the advanmges of iron planes without their disadvantagee.

NEW SELF-SETTING BENCH-PLANE.
FOR SALE BY

•

This tool combines the advantages of iron and wood planes, and possesses many points of
great superiority.
It is SELF-SETTING in every respect, and can be perfectly set for the finest work with the
eyes closed; the bit simply dropped into position, sets the plane with the most minute accuracy.
When properly adjusted, it cannot be set wrong. The cap and cutter may be removed, replaced, and accurately set in five seconds, by actual trial ; this alone would save many days in the
course of a year usually spent in setting the cutter.
The adjustment is such that the cutting-iron may be set square with the face of the Plane, even
if the cutter is not ground square with itself.
The throat is prevented from wear by being within the adjustable iron bit-holder which
extends through the Plane.
The cap is not attached to the cutter, but remains stationary while the cutter is moved up or
down by a thumb-screw; thus, even while at work, the thickness of a shaving can be changed
•
a simple movement of the thumb and finger.
single to a double iron
a
from
or
iron,
single
This tool can be changed from a double to a
This
work.
finest
the
plane in two seconds. It is adapted to the coarsest or

NEW SELF-SETTING BENCH-PLANE

will smooth cross-grained, eaty, hard or soft wood against the grain.
These plane -stocks are saturated with hot LINSEED OIL.
Old-fashioned we: 1-planes can be changed to our NEN4 SELF-SETTING PLANE by
any good mechanic. Such planes, having been filled with oil and seasoned for twenty to fifty years,
make the best of tools. We are re-modeling many old planes, and will pay a fair price for any
such brought us.
We warrant all our cutting irons to give satisfaction. Remember, warranted to give satisfaction. If an unsatisfactory one should be found, return it within thirty days from purchase
and another will be cheerfully criven.
Our Planes are tested andb ready for use before leaving the factory.
If you have not seen this NEW SELF-SETTING PLANE, inquire for it at the hardware store. If that is not convenient, we can send you a sample plane on 30 DAYS TRIAL
which, if not entirely satisfactory, can be returned. Write us for particulars.
GAGE groom. comerp.arry.
We, the undersigned, fully endorse the foregoing statements in relation to the NEW SELF-SETTING BENCH-PLANE made by GAGE TOOL CO., Vineland, N. J..
D. S. Robinson,
B. Van Horn,
Joseph Vine,
M. M. Boyce,

Vineland, N. J.,
do.,
do.,
do.,

J. A. Temple,
H. R. Wing,
Kimball, Prince & Co.,

do.,
do.,
do.,

H. B. Beardsley,
L. S. Farwell,
J. Turner,
Will Starr,
M. Roberts,
J. R. Chandler,
J. F. Carey,
W. L. Fish,

do.,
do.,
do.,
do.,
do.,
do.,
do.,
do.,

Builder.
Carpenter.
do.
Finisher in Kimball, Priux
& Co.'s Sash Factory.
with Kimball, Prince & Co.
Sash, Doors and Blinds.
Lumber Merch'ts and Mfrs.,
Doors, Sash, Blinds, etc.
Carpenter and Builder.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

W. H. Loppy,
D. W. Irish,
S. E. Cranmer,
F. C. Cranmer,
Frank P. Robinson,
J. L. Decker,
A. B. Pixley
George Suydam.
Gould & Thorndike,
J. P. Hoopes,
Edward Hoffman,
H. C. Harvey,
A. Waldman,
Wm. A. Thorn,
Joseph Neal,
George P. Capen,
William G. Bobb,

Vineland, N. J., Postmaster.
Wheelwright.
do.,
do.,
Carriage-maker.
Wagon-maker.
do.,
do.,
Builder.
do.,
Hardware.
Dealer in Lumber.
do.,
Carpenter.
do.,
Hardware.
do.,
do.,
Carriage-maker.
do.
do.,
Furniture.
do.,
do.,
Cabinet-maker.
Undeitaker.
do.,
Wagon- maker.
do.,
do.,
Contractor and Suilder.
do.,
do.
do.

VINELAND, N. J., April 2, 1886.
Being by trade a cabinet-maker, I cheerfully unite with my fellow-townsmen and brother mechanics in recommending your New Self-Settini.
Plane as a first-class tool in every respect, possessing all the advantages you claim for it. The self-setting principle alone will save the price of th.
Plane in a short time, and the ease and perfection with which it is operated, even by the inexperienced, make the tool a necessity to every wood
OLIVER D. GRAVES. Mayor of Vineland.
worker.
References: Gould and Thorndike, Hardware Merchants, Vineland; Vineland Nation's
Bank, or any woodworker in Vineland, N. J.

TOOL COMPANY%

These pictures are of two nearly identical Dutch plough planes in the collection of Donald Butte!.
One plane bears the crowned, boxed initials, J.N. The other is marked with an R & V over an R as
shown. A third plough owned by Don bears a crown over boxed initials, SVE. It is identical to those
shown in style and dimension. While specimens of American and British ploughs are similar to each
other there are usually obvious differences between the work of individual makers.

Views of an early plane marked G. CHALK LEY owned by Bob Graham.

Core box plane owned by Bob Seifert
and described in The Imp, page 11.

